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Precedence: IMMEDIATE 

To Counterterrorism 

,• Date: 07/09/2004 

Attn: 	 • 1• b6 -1 

• ' Inspection Division 	b7C -1 
 Office of Inspections 

Room 7837 

From: Los Angeles 
Squad 1-2 
Contact: 
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b7C -1 Approved By: 

Drafted By: 	 rm . 

Case ID t: 297-W-A1327669-A 	(Pendingi -- / 

'Title: Counterterrorism Division, 
GTMO,  
inspection Special Inquiry, 
297-HQA1327669-A - 

Synopsis: Response to inquiry, concerning .  potential knowledge' 
of mistreatment of - detainees at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Details: - Writer completed a 45 daytemporary duty assignment 
(TDY) at Guantanamo Bay ,„ Cuba (GTMO), -  for the tenure of May 
13, 2003 through June 26, 2003. . writer was'tasked as an 
analyst providing - investigative assistance to the Military -
Liaison Unit (MLU) and the Joint Terrorigm Task Force (JTTF), 
in support of Operation Enduring FreedoM. Writer did not 
observe at any time during said TDY, aggressive treatment of 

- detainees and'Or, witness interrogation(s) or interview 
techniques employed upon.GTMO detainees, which - would be 
considered inconsistent with existing Bureau interview 
policy/guidelines. 

. However, although Writer did not observe any - 

maltreatment of detainees, Writer does recall hearing about a 
rumor, wherein a male. unsub,detainee was purportedly drested 
in female clothing, make-up applied, and • nvoluntarily given 4 
lap dance by a female prison guard, either at the direction or 
personal performance of Military Interrogators`  	.-.1- (S). • 
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Official Bureau Name 

Job Title 

Tenure•of Assignment 	05/13/03 - 06/26/03 . 

bE -1 
b1C -1 

• 

2 

Investigative Analyst 

To: Counterterrorism Front: Los Angeles 
02c4.. see• 

Re: 297.-HQ-A1327669-A, 07/09/2004 	
4.0 

tactic which would result in.the.breakdoWn and eventual 
cooperation of-the detainee. 

It should be noted, Writer does not recall the 
specific date, tine,• place, and/or the identity•of the 
person(s) stating the aforementioned rumor. 

Writer's identifying information,follows: 
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To: Counterterrorism From: Los Angeles 
Re: 297-HQ-A1327669-A,S29,5 

LEA.D(s):. 

Set Lead it (Info) 

COUNTEBTERRORISM 

AT INSPECTION DIVISION 

Read and clear. 
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